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The Future of

Digital Banking

What is

?

RTN is community-driven Defi token built on Binance Smart Chain, a fastest-growing
smart contract environment, creating a digital banking ecosystem for those who
cherish a switch away from the traditional mode of banking.

RTN platform is an online cryptocurrency bank with the ability to dispense the duties
of a physical bank while offering its numerous users impeccable services such as;
• Cryptocurrency Debit Card
• Managed Funds for DeFi (MFD)
• DeFi Staking Platform

• RTN Wallet
• Payment Gateway & Ecommerce
• Crypto Loan

DEBIT CARD
As cryptocurrency explodes in popularity it’s clear we are in the dawn of a new
financial age. Of all the big things happening at the interface between crypto-verse
and traditional finance, cryptocurrency-funded debit cards are one of the most
exciting. Crypto debit cards are changing the game and seeking to further legitimize
cryptocurrency as valid forms of payment.

RTN debit card connects a cryptocurrency payment processing company with your
crypto wallet. This process enables you to settle transactions at any merchant that
accepts debit cards using the funds in your crypto wallet.
A big difference between a crypto debit card and a traditional debit card: a crypto
debit card automatically converts the crypto you’ll be spending into the preferred
fiat currency.
Here’s an example:
Steve walks into a local coffee shop and decides to pay for a cup of coffee using RTN
crypto debit card. While some coffee shops do not accept cryptocurrency, they
certainly takes debit payments. The cashier hands Steve his cup of coffee, swipes the
card and hands him his receipt.
When the cashier swiped the card, the processing company reached into the card's
crypto wallet and took the dollar amount of crypto needed for the cup of coffee. The
processing company then converted the crypto into regular fiat currency and
delivered it directly into the coffee shop's account. This all happened in a manner of
seconds, and highlights one more way that crypto is becoming a more accessible
form of payment in the real world.

Benefits of
Crypto Debit Card
Many crypto debit cards do not subject users to exchange rate expenses.
Cryptocurrencies are decentralized currencies rather than separate currencies on the
opposite side of the market. As such, converting Bitcoin into US dollars is not
different from converting the tokens into Russian rubles, and you have the same
amount of money no matter what your geographic location is.
Additionally, you don’t need a bank account to use a crypto debit card, although you
do need an account at an exchange or wallet. As such, such cards make online
purchases faster and more convenient.
• Ability to spend cryptocurrency like fiat currency worldwide

• Reduced or waived foreign conversion fees
• Generally multi-currency allows diversified spending
• Some cards offer significant cash-back rewards and low fees in crypto
• Worldwide ATM Withdrawals

Managed Funds
for DeFi (MFD)
DeFi is generally defined as the process of executing financial transactions without
an intermediary, such as a central bank. Through the use of smart contracts, two
individuals can transfer funds, lend or borrow money, and earn interest on loans
without having to go through a financial institution.
Although DeFi is promising, there are too many DeFi projects to follow and some are
still highly speculative. Our Managed Funds for DeFi (MFD) is the transparent crypto
investment platform on DeFi, designed to give investors safe and easy exposure to
the fast-growing industry. MFD helps to measure and track the performance of all
the DeFi projects in any digital asset ecosystem.

Wallet
RTN Wallet is the official crypto wallet of RTNCOIN. You can send, receive and store
Bitcoin and many other cryptocurrencies including NFTs safely and securely with the
RTN Wallet mobile app.
You can even use RTN Wallet to earn interest on your crypto, play blockchain games,
collect NFTs and access the latest DApps and DeFi platforms.
RTN Wallet is a fast and secure multi crypto wallet with DEX support, designed for
ease of use and perfect for storing your different crypto assets. Whether you are
looking for an Ethereum wallet or Bitcoin wallet, RTN provides a secure system that
makes it simple to buy and store multiple cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin,
Ethereum, Tron, Litecoin, NFTs and many other ERC20, BEP20 and ERC721 tokens on
your device.
Investing in crypto is simple - buying Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies can easily be done
directly from RTN Wallet, offering you a safe and quick service with capabilities to
connect with decentralized exchanges to help manage your crypto portfolio.

RTN Wallet is designed to be the best crypto wallet app by providing a safe and
secure experience for our users:

Buy & Sell Crypto
Users can buy crypto with their fiat wallets
and/ or with a credit or debit card. RTN
Wallet App supports 7 fiat and 55
cryptocurrencies.

Send Crypto
Users can send crypto to RTN Wallet
users instantly without fees, or
withdraw crypto to external wallet
addresses with minimal fixed fees.

Manage RTN Debit Card
RTN Wallet enables users to apply for and manage their RTN Debit Card and enable
spending of their cryptocurrency in the online and offline world at more than 40
million VISA merchants worldwide. Supported app functions include: Convert
cryptocurrency into fiat ready for spending (including USD, EUR, GBP, SGD, HKD, JPY,
AUD) Enable card withdrawal, freeze/ unfreeze card Upgrade card tier etc.

All Supports & Services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DEX support now available with RTN Wallet / WalletConnect Support
Integrated Uniswap and PancakeSwap trading directly in the wallet
Buy Bitcoin or Crypto with EUR or USD
Send, Receive, Buy and Sell your NFTs within RTN Wallet.
Binance Smart Chain, BEP20 and BEP2 support
Best digital wallet to securely store private keys on your device
Ethereum Wallet: Send and request ERC20, ERC721 and many other ERC tokens
Check your crypto wallet balance, transaction history and other details on your
device
Keep your private key secure with bank-level security
Use FaceID, Touch ID, or conventional passwords to protect your crypto
investments
Protect all online interactions through the app’s military-grade encryption
Use RTN Wallet as your cryptocurrency cash app! Use e-money

TOKENOMICS

ROADMAP
Q4 2022
•Binance Listings
•RTN Token Bridge
•RTN Uniswap Listing

Q3 2022

Q1 2022

•RTN Trading Competition
•CEX Listings
•Crypto ATM machine
•RTN Pays

•RTN Token Presale
•Pancake Listing (DEX)
•RTN Swap Pool
•Digifinex Listing (CEX)
•BTSE Listing (CEX)
•RTN Staking Platform

Q2 2022
•RTN Wallet
•RTN Debit Card
•RTN Loan
•CEX Listings
•RTN Lotto

https://rtncoin.com/

